


Supreme Events
Wedding Hire & Events Services
Supreme Events started in 2001 & are a professional mobile wedding DJ service which has since grown to offer a wide range of professional
wedding hire and entertainment services to suit all occasions, including but not limited to;

• Weddings

• Engagement 

• Birthdays

• Ladies Festivals

• Summer Balls

• Award Ceremonies

• Product Launches

• Proms

• Dinner & Dance

• Bar Mitzvahs

• Themed Events

• Halloween Parties

• Christmas Parties 

• New Years Eve 

• AGM Meetings

The professional services we are able to offer include, but are not limited to the following:

• Disco & DJ

• Décor Uplighting

• Oval PhotoBooth

• Rustic PhotoBooth

• Mirror PhotoBooth

• Beauty Mirror Booth

• LED Letters

• Sweet Carts

• Mirror & Easle

• Letter Boxes

• Dance Floors

• Chair Covers

• Silent Discos

• Polaroid Cameras

• PA & Lighting Hire

Package deals are available, if there is more than one service you would like to book for your event.
The benefit of booking a package with Supreme Events is that all requirements for your event are catered for and handled by one company,
with unique expertise, knowledge and experience. We can customise the package to meet your needs, making your special day as perfect as you
have imagined.

“Every memorable event begins with well organised details, executed
brilliantly by people who care as much as you about the attention to detail in
delivering your perfect day” Anthony Reading



A Trusted, Experienced and Reliable Provider

of Professional Mobile Discos & DJs.

We work with you to guarantee we provide the

perfect entertainment for your special day

adding that personal touch.

The DJ & Disco is one of the most important

features of your event as they have the ability to

set the mood & atmosphere which is crucial to

ensuring your party is a huge success.

With over 20 years experience in the Mobile

Disco industry, Supreme DJs are the perfect

entertainment for your wedding. We have DJ’s

& music that suit all events, catering for all

genres who will be happy to take requests both

before and during your event.

We supply a beautiful setup with market

leading PA systems, advanced DJ software,

market leading DJ controllers, specialist wiring

systems & modern intelligent lighting.

Book Supreme Events with confidence &

rest assured, you will receive a service second

to none.



Our professional decor uplighting will provide 

stunning enhancements to your venue, 

guaranteed to impress you and your guests.

The lights are a stunning chrome high powered 

wireless LED uplights that can be remotely 

controlled at any time, set too any colour, can be 

dimmed, brightened, and being battery powered 

can be positioned in any location within the 

venue.

The uplighting shall be subtly positioned around 

the room, delivering a beam of coloured light up 

a wall, column, etc from the floor to the ceiling 

creating a fantastic ambiance in the room which 

will have a dramatic effect on the mood and 

look of the Venue, a great addition to any event.



Our professional External decor lighting will 

provide stunning enhancements to the external 

look and feel of your venue, guaranteed to 

impress you and your guests.

The Fairy lights are beautiful alone however 

adding the additional wall and step lights really 

add that exquisite look.

The packages are customisable in regard to 

colour of the wall lights and step lights, the fairy 

lights are a warm white colour.

The lighting is a wireless battery powered 

solution and entirely water proof.

The results are breathtaking, please call us to 

discuss the packages further.



Our Traditional classic PhotoBooth, the perfect

solution for capturing those professional

unforgettable memories, perfectly suited for

Weddings, Engagement Parties, Birthdays,

Proms, Corporate Events and Parties in general.

With Many types of Photobooths available, we

have the perfect solution for you

Our Photobooths are elegant, spacious and

above all Great Fun.

We only use props of the highest quality and

replace them monthly to keep them fresh.

Professional Quality DSLR Cameras and

Printers are used to capture & print Lab

Quality Photos. The photos are safely placed

within protective sleeves for safe keeping.

Our friendly and professional Photobooth

assistant will cater to your needs on the night

and guarantee the smooth operation of the

Photobooth and happiness of your guests.

Book Supreme Events with confidence &

rest assured, you will receive a service second

to none. We will capture memories for you to

look back on with joy in years to come.



Our unique Rustic Love Heart PhotoBooth Is

new for 2019 and is proving popular with our

new and existing clients.

We have combined the elegance of a wedding

with the fun of a PhotoBooth and whilst the

have a classic vintage look, the technology is

modern and current professional grade quality.

Stunning addition to your Wedding/Event

Our Rustic PhotoBooth is an open type booth,

and will allow upto 12 people in the photo at

any one time, we shall provide our clients with

an elegant back drop to create the perfect

setting.

A member of our team will be there to assist

you and your guests during the PhotoBooth

hire to guarantee a smooth operation from start

to finish.

We only use props of the highest quality and

replace them monthly to keep them fresh.

Book now and guarantee the newest

PhotoBooth on the market for your wedding.



The Supreme Magic Mirror, captures full length

selfie pictures for large and small groups of

people & very much like our Supreme

Photobooth is an alternative solution for

capturing those professional unforgettable

memories, perfectly suited for Weddings,

Engagement Parties, Birthdays, Proms,

Corporate Events and Parties in general.

Our Supreme Magic Mirrors are Great Fun.

The Supreme Magic Mirror comes with a

fantastic collection of props, VIP Chrome

Poles & Velvet rope links together with a red

carpet providing a classy look and feel.

Our booths use Professional DSLR Cameras

and Printers to capture & print photo lab

Quality pictures which are placed in protective

sleeves for your guests to take away.

Our friendly and professional attendant will

cater to your needs on the night and guarantee

the smooth operation of the Magic Mirror &

the happiness of your guests.



The Supreme Beauty Mirror PhotoBooth, is an

alternative option in our range of Photobooths.

It is simply stunning and is perfect for capturing

large group photos, a real bonus when you want

to get lots of people in one shot with the Bride

and Groom.

Our new system is perfectly suited for

Weddings, Engagement Parties, Birthdays,

Proms, Corporate Events and Parties in general.

The Supreme Beauty Mirror PhotoBooth

comes with a fantastic collection of props,

digital filters, ability to sign the photos and add

emojis.

Our PhotoBooths use Professional DSLR

Cameras and Printers to capture & print photo

lab Quality pictures which are placed in

protective sleeves for your guests to take away.

Our friendly and professional attendant will

cater to your needs on the night and guarantee

the smooth operation of the Beauty Mirror

PhotoBooth & the happiness of your guests.



Supreme LED Letters & initials are a stunning 

addition to any venue and create a beautiful 

visual centre piece, our giant light up letters are 

beautifully hand-crafted from wood and are 

painted in a stunning high gloss white finish, 

offering a gorgeous visual backdrop to any 

wedding breakfast, wedding reception, wedding 

ceremony and photo.

These are safe for little ones as we use only 

LED lamps that will not be hot to the touch.

These LED Letters stand imposingly at 4ft 

high, and add a bright, breath taking feature to 

illuminate your wedding venue. 

Using LEDs & running from a single plug, we 

are able to position these imposing bright light 

up Letters anywhere in your wedding venue, 

ceremony or evening reception, making it a 

moveable feature that provides a stunning 

photo back drop with a manual dimmer switch, 

that allows you to lower the brightness of the 

lamp to assist with photography.

You will not be disappointed, contact us for 

more information



Supreme Sweet Carts are a fantastic addition to 

an event, especially Weddings and are always a 

big hit with the guests. 

The carts themselves are visually stunning and 

will suit any venue.

They can be supplied with or without sweets 

giving you the option of sourcing your own 

collection of sweets or allowing us to provide 

you with a selection. 

There are many sweets to choose from ranging 

from the standard type jelly beans, cola bottles, 

love hearts, to the more retro types including 

flying saucers, black jacks, rhubarb & custards, 

etc, We will provide a list to choose from.

Please contact us for more information.



Supreme Letter Boxes are a perfect centre piece 

for your gift table, they look stunning and our 

mirror easel makes for a stunning table planner.

The post box will feature a placard with your 

To Be Wed Name, Date, and Venue Address  

personalising your post box which you can keep 

as a memento of your special occasion.

Our mirror easel’s are provided without the 

stationary allowing you to use your own designs.

Our post boxes will be complete with a number 

of message cards for your guests to write 

personal messages. There are fewer things more 

special than reading all the heartfelt messages 

left by your family and friends at your wedding.

The Wedding post box is a wonderful way to 

collect these messages left for you but also 

serves as the perfect place for your guests to 

securely leave cards and small presents.

Please contact us for more information.



Our beautiful high gloss Supreme Dance Floors 

Add the “wow” factor to any event & transform 

the look of the venue as a stunning center piece.

Available as a chequered dance floor or LED

Star Light dance floor, we use only the highest

quality dance floors with intelligent controls.

Our Dance Floors are professionally cleaned,

treated & polished after each event

guaranteeing the look & quality for our clients.

Our Supreme Dance Floors can be provided in

a variety of sizes :

12ft x 12ft 14ftx14ft 16ftx16ft 18ftx18ft

Black or White Star Light floors are available.

There are 32 Bright LEDs that twinkle in each

4ftx2ft panel, there will be hundreds of small

sparkling lights across your venue & look

simply amazing & will also provide a stunning

source of light, add our Uplighting system &

Disco & you would need no further lights.

Book Supreme Events with confidence &

rest assured, you will receive a service second

to none.



Our Supreme Silent Discos are an amazing

experience and simple to use. We will provide

everything you need to ensure you have the best

Silent Event Possible and includes dance floor

lighting to add to the experience.

We provide you with 3no channels to listen too

and your guests have the power to change the

channel at any time.

The Standard package includes a DJ who will

perform a live mix and will interact with your

guests whilst providing a pre mix for the other 2

channels

The Ultimate package is 2 live DJs who will

battle and compete during their live mixes over

2 separate channels, interacting with the crowd

throughout the night attempting to attract them

to switch to their live mix complete with a pre

mix for the 3rd channel.

This is the perfect solution for those who are

looking for something different that perhaps no

one you know has done before. In addition if

noise is an issue or the venue is fitted with a

noise limiter then this is the perfect option



The written Testimonials we have received to 

date from satisfied customers affirming the 

performance, quality and value of the service 

received and ultimately the recommendations 

that have been passed on from our valued 

customers is by far the most important form of 

advertising for our business and we value this 

highly.

We are always looking for ways to improve our 

services and products and the feedback we 

have received over the years has brought us to 

where we are today, helping to shape and 

mould us into the company we are today. 

Dear Anthony

Supreme Events were amazing for our wedding reception. So professional and were a dream to deal with leading up to our wedding day. Kept all of our 

guests dancing with a great mix of music we had chosen as well as adding in their own selection.

The photobooth was a massive hit & the photos are brilliant, it has been so great to look back on them in the Photo Memory Book that was provided for 

guests to add their photo’s too and leave messages, it was perfect. The uplighting was brilliant, looked incredible and made such an amazing atmosphere at 

our wedding reception! I would highly recommend! They were so amazing I can not recommend Supreme Events enough! Thank you!

Jess & Gavin - Venue: Horsly Park De Vere

Dear Anthony, James & Team

We have used Supreme Events for both our Daughter and Son’s 18th Birthday parties and would now never use anyone else. Booking is so easy, and 

responses are prompt and professional. Nothing is too much trouble. You can select your own play list before the event, so you don’t forget that all important 

song on the night! However, if you do forget, the DJ’s are more than happy to take requests on the evening. They keep guests dancing all night! We had a 

real mix of youngsters to grandparents, and everyone had a dance!! The team are so friendly. The photo booth is a must!! It’s a great way to get a photo of 

every guest, and makes great memories! Thank you so much to Anthony, you and your team have helped to make our kids special days perfect!

Corinne and James Young - House

Dear Anthony

I would like to thank you for a great job for our wedding back on July 7th, and here my testimony.

From start to finish the service was very prompt and professional regarding the deposit, payment and booking procedure.

Despite not having a great deal of time to fill in the playlist, we thoroughly enjoyed the music and PA service provided by Anthony.

During the evening, Anthony kept me informed of the itinerary as we were running late, but never put and pressure on us. We were very grateful that 

someone was keeping the time. The eventual playlist itself was great, all our favourite songs were played, and all the guest were happy with the 

entertainment overall. It is a true testament to the DJ that our guests were on the floor for hours until close, and never cleared as I can remember….

The cost overall was competitive to other vendors we had contacted. But we felt we got good value for money anyway.

Best Regards Danny Coldman - Great House, Sonning

Hi Anthony

The DJ was fantastic. He played all the right songs and judged the mood perfectly and played more up beat when necessary. No complaints!

Thank you once again and we would not hesitate to use you again.

Kind Regards Mr & Mrs Sheppard - Great House, Sonning

Hi Anthony & James

I've liked your Facebook page so I'll leave little review there. All the feedback I have for you is positive, you were great! Everyone loved the music and the 

photo booth went down a storm. Your time keeping was great and your setup and pack away was seamless. In terms of value we couldn't have asked for 

anymore! Needless to say we'll recommend you to anyone that has an event in mind. Thank you so much, Anthony.

Kind regards, Mr & Mrs Brett. - Great House, Sonning

Hi Anthony,

Tim and I would like to thank you so much for your great DJ-ing services at our recent wedding at The Great House. Everyone had a fantastic evening and 

the dance floor was literally packed from start to finish! The whole day was amazing and we couldn’t have asked for more!

I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend you to anyone and it was lovely working with you.

Many thanks, Sam & Tim - Great House, Sonning


